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Sean R. Moore, State Affairs Representative, Consumer Specialty Products 
 Association 
Bryn Lapenta, Ph.D., Senior Director, Public Policy, Accountability & 

Assessment/Legislative Issues, Washoe County School District 
Keith W. Rheault, Ph.D., Superintendent of Public Instruction, Department of 

Education 
Christopher Roller, Director, Advocacy & State Health Alliances, American Heart 

Association 
Scott Lamprecht, MSN, R.N., Regional Faculty, American Heart Association 
Fergus Laughridge, Program Manager, Committee on Emergency Medical 

Services, Health Division, Department of Health and Human Services 
Marj Buchholz, M.S., Nevada Licensed Marriage and Family Therapist 
Helen A. Foley, Public Relations & Government Affairs, Faiss Foley Warren 
Harold G. Cook, Ph.D., Administrator, Division of Mental Health and 

Developmental Services, Department of Health and Human Services 
Michael J. Willden, Director, Department of Health and Human Services 
K. Neena Laxalt, Board of Examiners for Marriage and Family Therapists and 

Clinical Professional Counselors 
Charles Duarte, Administrator, Division of Health Care Financing and Policy, 

Department of Health and Human Services 
Bill Welch, President/CEO, Nevada Hospital Association 
K. Sabra Smith-Newby, Director, Department of Administrative Services, 

Clark County  
P. Kevin Schiller, Director, Children’s Services Division, Washoe County 

Department of Social Services 
Stacy Shaffer, Political Director, Service Employees International Union,  
 Local 1107 
Ann Lynch, Vice President, Government and Community Affairs, Sunrise 

Hospital and Medical Center 
Jeff Fontaine, Executive Director, Nevada Association of Counties 
 
CHAIR WIENER: 
We have a request for a rereferral of Senate Bill (S.B.) 262, Senator Copening’s 
bill, that prescribes penalties for the cultivation of marijuana in greater amounts 
than is allowable for medical use. Senator Copening had requested, and the 
Chair of the Senate Committee on Judiciary had agreed, that this would equally 
suit the jurisdiction of the Judiciary Committee. Senator Copening has requested 
that we rerefer this to the Judiciary Committee, and also because of the 
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workload that we have in this Committee. I will entertain a motion for rereferral 
of S.B. 262. 
 
SENATE BILL 262: Prescribes penalties for the cultivation of marijuana in 

greater amounts than is allowable for medical use. (BDR 40-1107) 
 
 SENATOR CEGAVSKE MOVED TO REREFER S.B. 262 TO THE SENATE 

COMMITTEE ON JUDICIARY. 
 
 SENATOR WOODHOUSE SECONDED THE MOTION. 
 
 THE MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 
 

***** 
CHAIR WIENER: 
We will now go to S.B. 328. 
 
SENATE BILL 328: Revises provisions governing elevators. (BDR 40-456) 
 
SENATOR MIKE MCGINNESS (Central Nevada Senatorial District): 
Perhaps I can help you with some of the business of your Committee. I was 
asked by a constituent to introduce this bill and I am having trouble getting 
information from him; he was in the hospital over the weekend and I was unable 
to contact him. I have been given some information that I think may solve the 
problem. I do not know what the right motion would be. I do not want to kill the 
bill, but would you try to reschedule it for another day?  
 
CHAIR WIENER: 
April 11? We will attempt to accommodate. We have 52 bills to hear before 
April 10.  
 
SENATOR MCGINNESS: 
There is a good chance I will not bring this back.  
 
CHAIR WIENER: 
We can certainly hold it, and if we have the opportunity to reschedule it, we will 
do everything possible if you let us know. Senator McGinness, we will wait for 
you to let us know whether to reschedule or not. We will now open the hearing 
on S.B. 185. 
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SENATE BILL 185: Requires school districts to use environmentally sensitive 

cleaning and maintenance products. (BDR 34-742) 
 
SENATOR ALLISON COPENING (Clark County Senatorial District No. 6): 
The purpose of this legislation is to reduce, as much possible, exposure of 
children and school staff to potentially harmful substances used in the cleaning 
and maintenance of schools (Exhibit C). 
 
CHAIR WIENER: 
You had said in your testimony that you would offer an amendment to push out 
the effective date from July 1, 2009, to July 1, 2010.  
 
SENATOR Copening: 
I have not talked to the school districts. It is mainly from conversations with 
staff that we believe that would be a sufficient amount of time. 
 
CHAIR WIENER: 
I see that Clark County has a fiscal impact of zero, but Washoe County has one 
of over $300,000. Have you talked to the school districts to discuss those 
concerns? 
 
SENATOR COPENING: 
I have talked to some of the school districts. I have not talked to 
Washoe County School District (WCSD). I believe the Clark County School 
District (CCSD) is in compliance already. Again, the purpose of this would be to 
bring the groups together. I believe there are enough affordable cleaning 
products available but I have not done all of the research to bring the groups 
that know about this type of material together to see what we can do from a 
cost-effective standpoint. 
 
I included the provision that if it was cost-prohibitive, school districts could ask 
for a waiver. If the research shows that these cleaning materials are much more 
costly than the chemically based cleaning materials, then they have a good 
argument. I think the research will show it is not going to be that way. I have 
read the comments from the school districts and a few have said they expect 
the cost to be significantly more. I suggest they talk to the CCSD where they 
are currently doing something similar at Burkholder Middle School. The 
Las Vegas Valley Water District has gone to green cleaning materials as a 
number of organizations have.  
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SENATOR CEGAVSKE: 
Being the mother of an asthmatic who was in school, I was very aware of the 
problem. I am really proud to hear about CCSD, as I know they have been 
making those efforts. I guess I am a little concerned about the other 16 school 
districts. This is a widespread and much discussed problem. We do have so 
many people sensitive to so many different things.  
 
I am perplexed by anybody submitting a fiscal note. As the districts use up 
what they have, they can start buying the new products. It would be very 
interesting to me to have somebody come up and explain the fiscal note. You 
have worded it well; you grandfathered in and have given them enough time. 
I do not know about any others; we have only talked about WCSD and CCSD; 
what about the other smaller counties?  
 
SENATOR COPENING:  
I have not had personal conversations with them. Under the fiscal note they 
have submitted some comments and I am prepared to work with any of them to 
make sure this can happen. As many of you know, I worked with the Las Vegas 
Springs Preserve in getting that opened. I know that facility promoted 
environmentally sound practices and products, and they would be a wonderful 
resource for the school districts. 
 
SENATOR CEGAVSKE: 
I would think this issue is something that has been going on nationally. 
 
SENATOR COPENING: 
There are a handful of other states that I have looked at, and they are 
implementing these changes. 
 
SENATOR CEGAVSKE: 
I would be surprised if there have not been lawsuits or challenges for not 
complying. I know that with some disabled individuals and some special 
education children, environment has a lot to do with how things are written, the 
language utilized in the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act and Education 
for All Handicapped Children Act (Public Law 94-142). I would be very surprised 
not to see them coming into compliance. I would definitely challenge these 
fiscal notes. I would be interested in hearing from all of the school districts for 
their reasons why the have not gotten up to speed in 2009. 
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SENATOR WASHINGTON: 
Look at the fiscal note and the waiver exemption that is in the bill. The fiscal 
notes listed seem to have a constant theme running through them which is the 
cost of environmentally safe disinfectants and other cleaning material. 
Pershing County says it will cost over $10,000 over the biennium. 
Storey County says it will cost them $2,000 over the biennium. Washoe County 
has the largest fiscal note, $310,000. I assume that makes sense in regard to 
the maintenance of machinery, mechanical systems, finding certain 
biodegradable cleaning materials, environmentally sensitive cleaning and 
maintenance products and gloves. The shelf life of the environmentally sensitive 
products is less than half that of regular cleaning material. How do you answer 
those legitimate concerns? 
 
SENATOR COPENING: 
I am not sure how much research each of the individual school districts were 
able to put into this, I am sure you could do simple research that would show 
costs to be prohibitive. If you get the right group together, you can realize 
economy of scale and that would address the cost issue. As far as the products 
that are not biodegradable, there are a lot of environmental organizations such 
as the Nevada Conservation League and they could provide a list of the types of 
materials that would be considered environmentally sensitive. If they are not 
biodegradable, they may not qualify as environmentally sensitive. I am not an 
expert in that area and not the one to ask, but we need to bring the experts 
together.  
 
This is a change of a way of life that affects so many organizations and so 
many individuals in their own homes. People are changing the way they use 
cleaning materials and products from an environmentally sensitive standpoint. 
 
I do not know if this is a product that would qualify for school districts, but 
simple apple cider vinegar is considered a green cleaning item and is as 
inexpensive as you could get. Again, I do not know if it qualifies as far as a 
disinfectant, but I use vinegar, lemon juice and things like that to clean many of 
the things around my own home.  
 
Of the arguments against changing, we can come back with a satisfactory 
counterargument. Again, there is that stipulation that says if they still find it to 
be a financial hardship, a waiver is possible. There is that “out.” I have a feeling 
that once we do get all the research done, we are not going to need that “out.”  
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The reason I put that “out” in there is because of our budget situation. I try not 
to have fiscal notes on bills I sponsor, or at least provide some sort of “out” if 
there is a fiscal note.  
 
We have to start thinking about the kids. There are so many unknowns out 
there causing an increase of cancer. There are examples such as 
John Travolta’s child who had an allergy to the cleaning products in carpeting 
that caused seizures. These are real things that are happening. To me this 
seems like a very simple fix. Again, if those fiscal notes can be adjusted and 
worked with, we can find a way to make these things affordable. I would argue 
that there are affordable cleaning products out there. 
 
SENATOR WASHINGTON: 
If this is a trend, or new nexus for environmentally safe cleaning materials, 
components and biodegradable materials, would it not be more incumbent upon 
the districts themselves to act, opposed to mandating it through legislation? 
One would think they would be more sensitive if that is the case. 
 
SENATOR COPENING: 
I do not think it relates to sensitivity. If it has never been proposed, if no one 
has made an argument for it, perhaps the school district would not think of it. 
I would not venture to say that everything they are using is bad for health. 
I would say that those districts which have not made a concerted effort to 
change to environmentally sensitive products probably have some very 
chemical-laden products that they use that can be dangerous to the health of a 
child. Sometimes it takes somebody to bringing it to the forefront, and this may 
be it. 
 
CHAIR WIENER: 
We have a letter from the American Chemistry Council (Exhibit D). Have you 
had an opportunity to review this letter?  
 
SENATOR COPENING: 
I have not. 
 
CHAIR WIENER: 
Do you have any thoughts on the comments in their letter? 
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SENATOR COPENING: 
I would say they are absolutely correct, that legislation like this may restrict or 
discourage schools from purchasing and using the disinfectants and sanitizers 
that have chemicals. 
 
CHAIR WIENER: 
Do you have any thoughts about their suggestion in paragraph 3, “to avoid 
enacting legislation that would create a system by which schools or other 
entities must rely on only a single third-party certification program?” As for the 
“menu approach,” I do not know what that means. I did not mean to spring this 
on you, but it was provided to the Committee. 
 
SENATOR COPENING: 
That still could happen, but we do not know what it means, so we would have 
to research it. I do not think this is anything that would hold up going forward 
and putting a good bill through, if the Committee sees fit. We can always get in 
touch with the American Chemistry Council and explore their idea of a 
third-party certification program. 
 
To me this is the beginning. We are going to see a lot more legislation. I know 
there are talks about pesticides and talks about air fresheners in state buildings. 
We have only just begun. These are not my ideas; these are things that 
constituents have told me. I think we are seeing the beginning of trying to 
transition to more environmentally sensitive indoor environments. 
 
CHAIR WIENER: 
To return to your suggestion about the date, in section 7. The act becomes 
effective on July 1, 2009. Earlier in the bill, there are requirements in section 4 
for the State Board of Education to adopt regulations in section 3 on or before 
January 1, 2010. Section 5 states, “On or before July 1, 2010, each school 
district shall, … .” Section 6 states, “On or before January 1, 2011, the board 
of trustees … shall prepare and submit a written report ... .” It looks like the 
effective date, in order for the other dates to find a place, probably should still 
remain July 1, 2009. This was clarified by counsel and staff. 
 
SENATOR WASHINGTON: 
Once again, if we are going to mandate this for school districts, why not 
mandate it for all government entities?  
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SENATOR COPENING: 
That is a great idea. I was just taking baby steps, thinking about the children at 
this point. As I mentioned before, we are going to see a lot more legislation 
come through in the future, to try to get us to a healthier environment. This is a 
great step. If we can see this one through, it will open the doors to many other 
opportunities in state and government buildings. 
 
SENATOR WASHINGTON: 
I am just leafing through this letter from the American Chemical Council, 
Exhibit D, and taking note of the seriousness of the environmentally sensitive 
materials. I suspect this section takes note of concerns about materials that are 
hazardous, for lack of a better word, that the chemical industry should clean up 
their own act, as opposed to us mandating schools, government entities or 
anything else to make sure that they use environmentally safe materials for 
cleaning. I am just looking at the letter now, thinking if they are aware of it, the 
industry ought to take care of itself as opposed to us passing legislation forcing 
them. 
 
SENATOR COPENING: 
I cannot speak for the industry. It would be nice if everything that was not good 
for us was addressed and taken care of, but it does not happen that way and 
that is why I have brought forth this legislation.  
 
SENATOR WASHINGTON: 
I understand. My own bias comes out in that I still believe in personal 
responsibilities. 
 
CHAIR WIENER: 
Senator Cegavske has a witness in Las Vegas. We have a presentation from a 
bill sponsor, and we were not able to accommodate her in a timely 
manner. I would like to accommodate that witness now. I will close the hearing 
on S.B. 185 and reopen it after we have done the hearing on S.B. 231. 
 
 
SENATE BILL 231: Makes various changes concerning food establishments 

connected with a child-care facility. (BDR 40-975) 
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SENATOR BARBARA K. CEGAVSKE (Clark County Senatorial District No. 8): 
This is a very short bill. Mr. Vause and Mr. Woodcock in Las Vegas, come 
forward. I will very briefly tell you S.B. 231 provides that a licensed child-care 
facility is exempt from such regulation regardless of whether the child-care 
facility includes a kindergarten. That is the language change. I am very pleased 
to bring this bill to help clean up some issues that we are having statewide in 
Nevada. Mr. Vause, please go ahead and let the Committee know the reason 
behind the bill and why they need to support it. 
 
GARY VAUSE (Lit’l Scholar Academy, Las Vegas): 
Unfortunately, Mr. Woodcock had to leave to catch a plane; he waited as long 
as he could. My name is Gary Vause, I live in Las Vegas. We own and operate 
child-care facilities, preschools, before- and after-school programs, infant care, 
summer programs and we have private kindergartens. 
 
If you recall, about three legislative sessions ago, we came to you because the 
CCSD had interpreted Nevada law such that they said all child-care facilities 
were required to have commercial kitchens. We had been doing the same thing 
while providing child-care services, in this State and Clark County, going back to 
the early 1960s. The CCSD said their hands were tied because of Nevada law. 
My suggestion to them was to go to the State Legislators and ask if that was 
the intention. The CCSD did not want to do that. They went ahead and 
promulgated these regulations requiring commercial kitchens. 
 
If we were to retrofit our kitchen, it would cost from $60,000 to $100,000. We 
have the correct kinds of cutting surfaces, but we do not have the proper range 
hoods that put out grease fires. Those are very expensive to install, especially 
to retrofit, and they are not necessary. We had been opening and warming 
canned foods, products such as macaroni and cheese. Everything is cooked and 
we reheat it. This is what we had always been doing from the outset; nothing 
had changed. We came to the State Legislature and you changed the 
requirements. We appreciate that. 
 
Unfortunately, about a year and a half ago, the Health District came to us and 
said because we have a private kindergarten, we are required to have a 
commercial kitchen. I explained we had just solved that problem with the State 
Legislature which said we did not need to have one. They said that only applies 
to child care, not to private kindergartens. So, here we are again, asking that 
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you correct the situation. That is the reason for the bill, and that is the history 
as I recollect it. 
 
CHAIR WIENER: 
Are there any additional questions or comments? Thank you for staying for us 
and sharing your testimony. We will close the hearing on S.B. 231 and reopen 
the hearing on S.B. 185. Are there additional witnesses to come forward in 
support of S.B. 185? Are there witnesses in opposition to S.B. 185?  
 
SEAN R. MOORE (State Affairs Representative, Consumer Specialty Products 
 Association): 
I represent the Consumer Specialty Products Association (CSPA), which is a 
nonprofit trade association. I have submitted my written testimony (Exhibit E), 
but I would like to highlight some key points.  
 
The industries we represent do not randomly try to kill these types of bills. We 
are actually very supportive of the goals of protecting human health and 
reducing the human impact on the environment. A number of our companies 
have green cleaning product lines you may be familiar with; Clorox, Green 
Works, S.C. Johnson which has a new line, and a number of our companies are 
coming out with greener and greener products. Almost all of them are investing 
in those products and moving in that direction. 
 
I would also say that we have reached out to Senator Copening and have 
provided her with model legislation that accomplishes her aims. Our industry is 
very proactive on this issue. We have worked proactively in states such as 
New York and Illinois that have passed similar mandates at their schools. 
 
While we are supportive of this type of legislation, we do have concerns that 
specific products could be inadvertently restricted. Consumer cleaning products 
are a proven and effective means of protecting against disease such as 
norovirus, staphylococcus infections like methicillin-resistant staphylococcus 
aureus (MRSA) as well as the flu. They also protect against salmonella and 
E. coli when used on food surfaces, and protect against mold and mildew, 
which are proven asthma triggers for children and adults. 
 
There was earlier discussion about antimicrobial products such as disinfectants 
and sanitizers, and the question came up as to whether or not apple cider 
vinegar is a disinfectant, and it is not. Disinfectants are very strictly regulated. 
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They are required to be registered with the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA), and they are also regulated in-State by the State Department of 
Agriculture. There are products that are forbidden by the EPA to make claims on 
environmental preferability at this point. The EPA’s current position is that there 
is no such thing as a green disinfectant. They have forbidden disinfectants from 
making claims as such, and they also have forbidden antimicrobials from 
obtaining third-party certification, which I will also cover. 
 
There is discussion going on within the EPA at this moment about setting up 
some framework for allowing disinfectants and sanitizers to make those sorts of 
claims. At this point, they are forbidden from doing so. 
 
The CSPA believes this type of legislation must explicitly exempt disinfectants 
and sanitizers so they are not inadvertently restricted, which could be 
counterproductive to ensuring a healthy environment in schools. We also believe 
that multiple avenues should be provided for companies trying to qualify their 
products as environmentally preferable for sale to Nevada schools. There was 
some discussion about third parties. Third-party certification is a good way for 
companies to realize that someone is looking over our shoulder and essentially 
checking that our products satisfy the claims that we are making for their 
environmental preferability. There is no universally accepted definition of what 
constitutes environmentally preferable. The third parties seem to vary slightly in 
their criteria as far as the fees they charge for review, the time to market and 
the level of service given to manufacturers using them.  
 
It is necessary to reference multiple third parties to prevent the outsourcing of 
government oversight to one single government organization. Some states such 
as New York and Connecticut have relied on a single third party and have had 
problems. Connecticut had mandated using green products for state buildings 
but those states are currently involved in reassessing their programs. Other 
states, such as Colorado and Illinois, have referenced multiple third parties 
which they believe provides a sufficient pool of products. Some companies 
register the same product with multiple third parties, some of them are trying 
out different third parties, and some have the third party that they like 
identified. The CSPA has members that have registered products with all of the 
three third parties I referenced before: Design for the Environment, 
TerraChoice’s EcoLogo and Green Seal, Exhibit E. 
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It is very important to ensure that there are multiple third parties referenced. 
This is important for a small business, and all businesses as well, because some 
of them charge greater fees and if they are relying on just one single third party 
that charges a higher fee that makes it more difficult for a small business.  
 
CHAIR WIENER: 
Mr. Moore, I am going to cut you off because we have other bills to hear; 
however, we have your remarks which we will enter into the record. I have 
heard the suggestions you have offered to the Committee. We are facing a time 
line and 52 bills to hear and process through the Committee by April 10. If you 
do have suggestions for amendments to the bill, please provide them to the 
Committee in written form. I would also appreciate your speaking with the bill’s 
sponsor about some of the concerns that you have so that she could address 
them as well. Is there anyone else to come forward on S.B. 185? 
 
DR. BRYN LAPENTA (Senior Director, Public Policy, Accountability & 
 Assessment/Legislative Issues, Washoe County School District): 
There was some question about our fiscal note, and I wanted to tell you how it 
was prepared. We used 25 percent of the total cost of cleaning products we 
now use. We did not know exactly what the term “environmentally sensitive” 
cleaning products would be. We took what we thought was the industry 
standard of 25-percent additional cost and that is how we came up with the 
$155,000. 
 
SENATOR WASHINGTON: 
How available are those products on the market? 
 
DR. LAPENTA: 
One of our concerns is that we have used the Cleaning for Health system which 
quickly and effectively kills germs such as MRSA, viral germs and bacterial 
germs; those that make kids sick. One concern is that there are not products 
available that would do this that are environmentally friendly. 
 
KEITH RHEAULT, PH.D. (Superintendent of Public Instruction, Department of
 Education 
I have not spoken with Senator Copening, but I strongly support the intent and 
declaration as far as using environmentally sensitive products. I do have a 
couple of concerns I would like considered and I will provide input.  
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It would be helpful in setting the standards if we had a clear definition in the bill 
as to what was meant by cleaning and maintenance products, so that we do 
not go overboard and at least have some sense of what this is referring to. 
Could this apply to the oil that is used in a generator in the school? It would be 
helpful to narrow the focus when we do develop the standards. The primary 
concern I have is with section 3, subsection 2, where it states, “The 
Department shall provide a sample list of approved … products.” I have dealt 
with sample lists before, and any time you start dealing with sample lists 
everybody wants on the list because there are financial considerations. If you 
are not on the list, even though it is a sample list … . I do not have a staff 
person with any knowledge of environmentally sensitive cleaning products. I can 
see us being inundated. There are thousands of products out there.  
 
My suggestion is that this piece be deleted from the bill, primarily because 
school districts are going to have to follow the standards, anyway when 
standards are developed. As they go through the selection process, that is when 
it would be determined whether that product was approved. I do not know who 
would approve these products; I am assuming someone would have to. Since 
the bill is tied to the Department of Education, I would need someone on staff 
to look at the product versus the standards, and decide whether that is an 
approved product to put on a sample list? I see a lot of work on a sample list 
when there are thousands and thousands of new products being developed 
every year. I do not know how we would maintain that very well.  
 
SENATOR CEGAVSKE: 
I really do appreciate your advice. I remember there was another issue but 
I cannot remember what it was involving, something similar trying to make the 
list. Could a list be provided of things you cannot have? There could be a list for 
asthmatics and lists for people of things that you cannot have. Are there 
ingredients you can look at that are in those products? Can you do something 
along that line? Could you state that the product cannot contain X, Y or Z? 
Could you do it that way? 
 
DR. RHEAULT:  
Again, I do not have any staff with that kind of knowledge. In my fiscal note, 
I noticed there is a State Environmental Protection Commission within the State. 
I do not know if they have people on staff, or on the Commission, who maybe 
already have a list, but to me their oversight might be a lot more effective than 
my Department staff who really does not have any knowledge of these 
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products. I do not know exactly what the State Environmental Commission 
does.  
 
SENATOR CEGAVSKE: 
Senator Copening had also mentioned that she had worked with the water 
district and they had gone through a program, so maybe there are some other 
best practices out there that could be obtained. I do agree with you, it is so 
hard to put the list together so maybe it is better to just list the things that you 
have to stay away from, things that are harmful.  
 
CHAIR WIENER: 
It is definitely clear that we are interested in this, the intent, and maybe we 
need to work out some of the details. I would encourage you because we would 
like to work on this bill. If you would work with some of the people, with their 
concerns, I will be happy to sit down with you and respond in any way that 
I can. Any members of the Committee can certainly work with you as well. 
 
We do not have much time now; shall I give you a date to be ready? Our 
Committee Policy Analyst can help me with that. What date shall we give as a 
deadline here? 
 
MARSHEILA D. LYONS (COmmittee Policy Analyst): 
The Committee is considering having a work session on Tuesday evenings as 
well, and possibly meeting at other times. The next meetings we have, up until 
April 8, have nothing short of seven bills on each of those hearings. Next 
Tuesday is March 31, then the following Tuesday is April 7.  
 
CHAIR WIENER: 
I would prefer the first one. 
 
SENATOR COPENING: 
The Nevada Conservation League representative had to leave the room. 
Kyle Davis is here, and while I do not want to take too much time, he may 
actually be able to address this issue.  
 
CHAIR WIENER: 
There seem to be enough questions. Come back with those answers, and some 
revised language, and work with Dr. Rheault or people who have more specific 
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knowledge. Gather your witnesses and have that ready for us to consider, if at 
all possible, by the work session on Tuesday. 
 
DR. RHEAULT: 
Is the date March 31? Rather than submit the waiver, if there are clear 
standards, I think before the waiver could come it would have to be approved 
by the local boards of trustees, which would give the local school district, 
parents and others concerned time to address it. I think it could be handled 
better without using department staff time for preparing a waiver. The list 
should be approved annually. The products that do not meet the requirements 
and the reason why could be developed at the local level. Depending on how 
specific the list is, if there are a couple of products that schools have to use 
that are not allowable, there could be a waiver from all 17 districts that would 
require my attention. I would have to find out if the schools are meeting the 
standards. I would assume they are not. One district could ask for a waiver then 
all 17 would need one. It really is a local issue at the schools we are trying to 
clean up. 
 
SENATOR NOLAN: 
I would be very surprised if the WCSD and CCSD did not have industrial 
hygienists that are on staff or on contract who could help out. There is also the 
Nevada Industrial Hygiene Association. Those are people who you can tap into 
now and maybe beyond this deadline. For them to make recommendations 
would be very helpful. 
 
DR. RHEAULT: 
The list that comes to mind is the reading list, where we have some expertise, 
and we were going to compile a sample list of books to read by grade. It took 
us three years and we never got the list compiled because everybody wanted a 
different book on the list.  
 
CHAIR WIENER: 
We can push this. If we cannot have it by this Tuesday, just let us know and 
we will put it on next Tuesday. Is there anyone else to come forward on 
S.B. 185? We will close the hearing on S.B. 185. We have a request by some 
people who have to go to another hearing. We will now open the hearing on 
S.B. 244. 
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SENATE BILL 244: Revises provisions governing automated external 

defibrillators. (BDR 40-277) 
 
SENATOR CEGAVSKE: 
We are going to be as fast as we can with a brief overview of S.B. 244. I did 
not know that 1,200 people die from cardiac arrest before they reach a hospital. 
We do have ways that we can prevent it, and, as you know, the automated 
defibrillators are one of those. They are becoming very common on airplanes, in 
airports, businesses have them, schools and other public places. What we are 
seeking today is to increase the accessibility of these lifesaving devices by 
helping to keep track of where they are so in case of emergency, people know 
where to locate the closest defibrillator. I believe it is within one minute’s 
response time that one can save a life. 
 
This bill would require the Health Division of the Department of Health and 
Human Services to establish and maintain, within the limitations of available 
funding, a database containing certain information concerning automatic 
defibrillators in Nevada and make the information in the database available to 
each agency and facility that employs an emergency medical dispatcher. It also 
authorizes an emergency medical dispatcher to disclose the information in the 
database to any person for the purpose of providing emergency medical care. It 
would then require a manufacturer that sells the automatic defibrillator for 
commercial use in the State to provide certain information to the purchaser and 
the Health Division. It authorizes the owner of the automated defibrillator in the 
State to register the defibrillator with the Health Division and then provide for 
the imposition of civil penalties against manufacturers for any violations. 
 
The measure  requires the board of trustees of each school district in Nevada, to 
the extent that money is available, to provide for the placement of automated 
defibrillators in certain locations, and lastly, the bill provides for the placement 
of automated defibrillators in medical facilities and health clubs within Nevada. 
 
That is how it is written. We do have people who we know have concerns. We 
are very open to working with everybody to make sure that we address all of 
the concerns. The needs are clearly there. Bart Mangino from CCSD has 
submitted an amendment (Exhibit F) and he changes “shall” to “may” on 
page 3, line 34. We all agree upon this amendment. 
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SENATOR DENNIS NOLAN (Clark County Senatorial District No. 9): 
The intent of the bill obviously is to promote the successful use of automated 
external defibrillators (AED). We do know that if these devices are applied, in a 
very narrow time frame, to somebody who suffers a cardiac arrest, their chance 
for survival increases severalfold. The premise behind this bill is that if the 
emergency dispatchers know there is an AED on location in a facility, they can 
offer pre-arrival instructions to those individuals. These devices also now are so 
easy to use that if you unzip it and turn it on, it actually has an automated 
voice. Maybe our Emergency Medical Services (EMS) people here in the building 
would bring one over so you could see one. It is real easy to use one.  
 
That is the intent of the bill. It came to us from the American Heart Association, 
and Christopher Roller of the Heart Association will explain, as model legislation 
goes, what other states have done to try to promote the use of AEDs. 
 
Again, we understand there are some issues with the bill. I know that 
Fergus Laughridge with the Committee on Emergency Medical Services is here, 
and we had spoken prior to the meeting about some concerns they have. We 
are very open to working with them to get to the common goal. 
 
CHRISTOPHER ROLLER (Director, Advocacy & State Health Alliances, American 

Heart Association): 
I want to start with some positive things to say. Often we hear about the 
negative, what must be changed. I want to talk about some of the history here 
in Nevada, as far as our accomplishments in the areas of AEDs. In the past, we 
have been ahead of the curve with some of the things that we have done here. 
We would like to keep it that way, not only by placing the devices, but 
extending some of the Good Samaritan protections that we have for bystanders 
that use them. In the past decade, Boyd Gaming has led in an industry-wide 
effort to have these AEDs placed throughout major hotel resorts in Las Vegas, 
and the result in lives saved from those AEDs have received national attention.  
 
In 2006, the Nevada Project Heartbeat effort created one of the first statewide 
public access defibrillation programs in the country, raising public awareness in 
providing training and technical assistance to the hundreds of businesses and 
agencies across our State that had placed AEDs. Previous to that, more than 
500 AEDs had been placed across the state through a partnership with 
health-care organizations. The passage of S.B. 244 would be another lifesaving 
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step in ongoing efforts to improve the chances of survival for sudden cardiac 
arrest victims.  
 
Sudden cardiac arrest claims about 400,000 lives a year across the country, 
almost 500 per day. If the victim of sudden cardiac arrest receives defibrillation 
within one minute, their chances of survival are about 90 percent. If that same 
individual had to wait about 10 minutes, their chances of survival drop to less 
than 5 percent. This is a drastic and deadly difference. This is why it is so 
important that we have these devices available in places where we know they 
could come into use. They can be utilized, in many cases, before EMS can get 
there; otherwise, at that point, it is just too late. 
 
Section 3 of this legislation would require that a statewide database be created 
in order to track and monitor the placement of AEDs and collect data for quality 
improvement. The devices would be registered with the Health Division by the 
manufacturer upon sale, and, if not done, there would be a penalty to the 
manufacturer, not the purchaser. We do not want to dissuade the purchasing of 
these devices. 
 
Locations of AEDs would then be supplied to EMS dispatchers so in an event 
someone were to witness a sudden cardiac arrest and call 911, the dispatcher 
would be able to inform them that there was an AED nearby that could be used 
to resuscitate the victim within the very short time frame for treatment. This 
would save countless lives if we had the ability to be able to inform folks. There 
might be an AED right across the street, in the same building, in the next room 
or office and they do not know it is there. If the dispatcher was able to tell 
them, that gives them the ability to use it and save that life. 
 
Registries such as these have been created in recent years in many states such 
as Arizona, Nebraska, New Hampshire, North Dakota, Tennessee, Utah and 
West Virginia as well as in numerous cities and counties across the country, too 
many to name. These have been used with great success. 
 
Section 4 of S.B. 244 would require each school in the State to place an AED, 
provided funding is available and does require the schools to place an AED if an 
AED has been donated or purchased with funds that have been donated for that 
purpose. This would also encourage placement of devices in all health, fitness 
clubs and medical facilities in this State; encouraged but not required. These 
locations have been chosen because evidence exists regarding the effectiveness 
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of placement within them as well as numerous examples of lives saved as a 
result. There have been many published studies that highlight the importance of 
having AEDs placed in these locations (Exhibit G). There are a couple of 
different studies that explain specifically about placing the AEDs within dental 
and medical facilities, and one article refers to placement within schools, citing 
evidence of how one of these devices saved a life at a school. Quite a few 
times, as you may or may not know, there have been instances when athletes 
collapse during or after a game, or practice, and in many of those cases an AED 
could have saved lives, and has saved lives. 
 
With strategically placed AEDs in tracked and monitored locations and usage in 
community public access defibrillation programs across the country, along with 
proper public and professional education and awareness of sudden cardiac 
arrest and defibrillation, these efforts will save lives.  
 
I would also like to point out that we have had discussions with the Health 
Division and we are aware of the funding that would be required to put together 
this database. The Heart Association is working diligently to identify a private 
funding source that would supply funding for the start-up cost of the database, 
and possibly even some of the early annual costs, which are minimal. We are 
working to do that and hopefully can have some funding secured before the end 
of this Legislative Session. 
 
CHAIR WIENER: 
I have worked with Mr. Roller on several health measures, and there are few 
people who are more dedicated than he is. I thank him for all his work on the 
Advisory Council for Fitness and Wellness, which of course is a passion of 
mine. I see that there were two other witnesses who had signed in from WCSD 
and CCSD.  
 
SENATOR CEGAVSKE: 
Whoever talked to Senator Nolan and had a few amendments, we would 
encourage them to talk to Mr. Roller and work out whatever issues they had. 
They were concerned about the database and how they would go about putting 
that together.  
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MR. ROLLER: 
We invited Scott Lamprecht from the south to speak on behalf of the Heart 
Association as well. He is the owner and chief clinical educator of Complete 
Medical Consultants and teaches at Touro University.  
 
CHAIR WIENER: 
If there is new information, we certainly encourage it, but if it supports what 
you have already said, Mr. Roller, he can provide the testimony for the record. 
 
SCOTT LAMPRECHT, MSN, R.N. (Regional Faculty, American Heart Association): 
In addition to what Mr. Roller testified, every year in the United States there are 
500,000 cardiac arrests. Approximately 14,000 to 15,000 of those are actually 
adolescents and teenagers, and as identified earlier, primarily athletes. This has 
happened a lot in our high schools, so it is very important for AEDs to be in 
these areas. If we can defibrillate someone using an AED within one minute, 
they have a 90-plus percent survival rate; however, every minute that they are 
in cardiac arrest without use of an AED the chance for survival drops 
10 percent. By the time we are at the 10-minute level, survival rates are less 
than 5 percent. 
 
FERGUS LAUGHRIDGE (Program Manager, Committee on Emergency Medical 

Services, Health Division, Department of Health and Human Services): 
For the record, we will continue to work with Mr. Roller very closely as we have 
in the past on previous initiatives. Mr. Roller has covered all the information and 
I will not take up time to repeat it. 
 
CHAIR WIENER: 
We have had several ideas where people say they have some suggestions for 
amendatory language for bills. We are in crunch time and on a very, very fast 
clock right now. As we go to work sessions, it is imperative that if you have 
amendments you want to offer, we need them in writing so the Senate 
Committee has something to work with, not conceptually, but real language. 
We do not have second and third chances anymore to get bills out of Senate 
Committee. We have an April 10 deadline, we have a lot of measures, and we 
are happy to process them, but we do not have second and third looks at bills in 
the Senate Committee anymore. We need the amendatory language before 
March 31 so that we can provide it to the members. 
 
We will close the hearing on S.B. 244 and open the hearing on S.B. 260. 
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SENATE BILL 260: Revises provisions relating to the management of treatment 

for persons with co-occurring disorders. (BDR 40-941) 
 
CHAIR WIENER: 
This was brought as a Committee on Health and Education bill at the request of 
Senator Raggio. Is there anyone in support of S.B. 260? As there is no 
proponent, Marsheila Lyons will give us an overview of S.B. 260.  
 
SENATOR CEGAVSKE: 
Did this come out of the interim panel?  
 
CHAIR WIENER: 
Senator Raggio had requested this be a Senate Committee introduction, and we 
honored that. It came late, we were asked to bring it in on deadline and that is 
what we did. 
 
MS. LYONS: 
Just briefly, S.B. 260 authorizes the Committee on Co-Occurring Disorders 
(Committee on COD) to take certain actions regarding treatment for 
co-occurring disorders (COD) and to adopt regulations for the treatment of 
persons with COD.  
 
CHAIR WIENER: 
We have a witness in the south. Please identify yourself and proceed. 
 
MARJ BUCHHOLZ, M.S. (Licensed Marriage and Family Therapist): 
I am an approved supervisor for marriage and family therapy students and 
interns, as well as Clark County representative for the Nevada Association of 
Marriage and Family Therapists. In S.B. 260, COD is defined as the existence of 
both mental health and substance-abuse disorders in the same person. The bill 
would require all marriage and family therapists, as well as all other licensed 
psychotherapy professionals, to have six hours of training annually in COD. I am 
opposed to this, and the Nevada Association of Marriage and Family Therapists 
is also opposed. Marriage and family therapists have a broad scope of practice. 
We work with children who are suffering from losses or from abuse. We work 
with people with eating disorders, self-cutting abuse, sexual pornography 
addiction and with conflicted couples and families and those suffering from 
trauma. We work with helping families transition through difficult life 
circumstances like death, chronic illness, loss of a home, a job or going through 
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a divorce. I have submitted a copy of my prepared text detailing some examples 
and descriptions of my practice (Exhibit H). 
 
My practice is generated through referrals from former clients in certain areas of 
specialty. Therefore, I rarely have clients with COD of substance abuse and 
mental illness. When I do, I refer them to professionals in that area. My typical 
client may be a woman suffering from an eating disorder; she looks healthy on 
the outside, but she copes with stress by bingeing and purging. The more stress 
she has, the more she has problems with her eating disorder. She may also be 
suffering from post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) as well as obsessive 
compulsive disorder (OCD) which can trigger her eating disorders. She does not 
drink alcohol because it has calories and she fears taking medication because of 
her OCD. Having six hours a year of co-occurring disorder training is not going 
to help me be more effective with her. I need to be focusing on OCD, trauma 
and eating-disorder behaviors.  
 
I treat teenagers who practice cutting and have anger outbursts. They have self-
esteem issues and often come from families with lots of disruption including 
mental illnesses, but the teenagers do not often have substance-abuse issues; 
rather, they are cutting, purging and bingeing to deal with their issues. They 
may suffer from depression but their parents refuse to let them take 
antidepressant medication to help them. This bill, S.B. 260, mandates that 
I take co-occurring training which is not going to help me be more effective with 
them. 
 
I also have couples who have a difficult time in their marriage. They argue, and 
the husband may have lost his job as an executive and the wife is now 
supporting the family with her minimum-wage job. Their house payment may be 
$4,000, and their mortgage is more than the house is worth. They have gone 
through their savings, the wife is having anxiety attacks and the husband is 
questioning his identity. 
 
They, as a couple, are overwhelmed and they are trying to communicate 
through their fears of what is happening in their family. What they thought was 
secure is not. They have neither substance-abuse problems, nor mental 
illnesses. Having to take co-morbidity training does not help me help them.  
 
What about my clients who have chronic illnesses such as polymyositis, an 
immune-deficiency disorder that actually eats away a person’s muscles? They 
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wait for years to get disability, and while they are waiting they have to pay 
sometimes as much as $2,100 a month to keep their insurance going. They 
have multiple doctors’ appointments every week along with having to take tests 
and blood work. They are not eligible for paid services because they are under 
the age for social security. Their medication costs can be well over $2,000 a 
month with their insurance. They need therapy for support, they are wrestling 
with depression but they are not wrestling with a substance-abuse problem, 
and, in fact, cannot even use alcohol because it works against their bodies. 
 
The reality is that treatment of COD is a specialty, an important specialty, but it 
is not a specialty that I work in; therefore, mandating me to take continuing 
education units (CEU) in an area that I do not even work in does not help me. 
As therapists, we know what our specialties and passions are, and where we 
need to get CEU training rather than having it dictated to us. 
 
SENATOR CEGAVSKE: 
We know there are the COD. Would it help you with the people you do talk to, 
in possibly understanding they do have it and allowing you to refer them to the 
specialist that you talked about?  
 
MS. BUCHHOLZ: 
I already have training in a specialty and screening. If I see a co-occurring 
disorder with substance abuse, those cases are referred out. I hardly have any 
of them, because my practice is specialized where referrals come specifically 
from former clients in those areas in which I specialize. 
 
SENATOR CEGAVSKE: 
In your training that you have, how many hours do you get to learn about COD? 
 
MS. BUCHHOLZ: 
To be a marriage and family therapist, I got my master’s at Colorado State 
University. I have 63 credits, which is above what the State recommends, 
which is around 35 credits for a master’s degree. In addition to that, I am an 
approved supervisor which required an additional 36 hours of training. 
 
SENATOR CEGAVSKE: 
My question is, how many hours or credits does it take to be informed about 
COD? 
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MS. BUCHHOLZ: 
In our curriculum, we are required to have a semester or three CEUs of 
substance-abuse training. In addition to that, we also have at least three CEU 
trainings in diagnosing mental health issues, plus during our internship we are 
constantly learning.  
 
SENATOR CEGAVSKE: 
What is the bill asking for? Do you think it would not benefit you at all to have 
this information? It sounds like it is different than what you have gotten. 
 
MS. BUCHHOLZ: 
It is not different. I actually work consulting at a nonprofit agency, teaching in 
the co-occurring area, helping the licensed alcohol and drug counselors 
understand what the mental health illness is, so I have an area of specialty in 
my consulting. This proposed training is not going to help me in my private 
practice. It is taking away from the kind of CEUs that I need to be getting to 
help my clients. 
 
HELEN A. FOLEY (Public Relations & Government Affairs, Faiss Foley Warren): 
Marriage and family therapists deal with their continuing education on a 
two-year cycle. To require that annually you would have to have six credits of 
something that would be different for them. They also have 40 hours of training 
every 2 years, so this would mean that almost a third of their hours would be 
taken by COD. This is an extreme amount of their credits going to COD. There 
was another bill in the Assembly just last week that would mandate elder-abuse 
training annually. If someone else put in a similar bill about child abuse, all of a 
sudden all of their CEUs would be taken up and no one would be able to take 
any credits for their areas of specialty.  
 
It seems to me that if someone has graduated from an accredited school and 
takes all of their internships and continues to follow all of the things that they 
need to do to become experts in their field and in their specialty, they should be 
able to take the CEUs in areas where they are practicing. It is getting a little out 
of hand. 
 
Some people really need to focus on COD. For others, it is out of their area of 
expertise, and they would not be able to focus on their areas of expertise. 
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HAROLD G. COOK, Ph.D. (Administrator, Division of Mental Health and 

Developmental Services, Department of Health and Human Services): 
I have a few concerns about this bill and I will go through these as quickly 
as I can. In one section of the bill, it authorizes the Committee on COD to 
investigate any facility program that treats people with COD. At this time, 
mental health facilities and substance-abuse providers are subject to federal, 
state or private organizations which survey and investigate these facilities. The 
important point that I want to make is that when we are surveyed or 
investigated by these organizations, we can be assured that the surveyors 
have had a criminal-background check, that they have had a recent tuberculosis 
test, that they have training in confidentiality, survey protocol, safety 
procedures, and last but not least, that they are covered by the liability 
insurance policy of their parent organization. There are no provisions in this bill 
for those sorts of standards practiced in terms of investigation of the Committee 
on COD. 
 
Other sections of S.B. 260 authorize the Committee on COD to establish 
regulations and policies. It is a little vague as to what that means, but the 
important point here is that this provision could be inconsistent with federal law 
governing substance-abuse prevention and treatment of block grant funds. 
Federal law preempts state law from determining how these funds are used and 
the scope of their program, so if the Committee on COD establishes regulations 
or policies which could attempt to create federal law, this could result in the 
reduction of federal funds for these programs. 
 
The previous witness did provide some issues on training that I share, as well as 
the cost of training for the State programs. As of today, we have finished a 
fiscal note on this and the training component. 
 
CHAIR WIENER: 
Dr. Cook, I also have a question. There is a provision in the bill, section 10, to 
require the Committee on COD to establish various policies to review the 
finances and programs of the Division of Mental Health and Developmental 
Services. Do you have a comment on that? 
 
DR. COOK: 
Yes, I have a comment on that. I think that would be extremely cumbersome. 
I have no problems with sharing information, but the financial information for 
any agency of this State, and the processes, are primarily conducted online 
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using “Advantage,” “DAWN” and “NEBS” office/agency management software 
systems. Providing someone outside the State the training on how to access 
those systems and then accessing the systems would be cumbersome. I am 
opposed to that. I am not opposed to providing information, that is not a 
problem. To give an outside, untrained individual, access to these systems 
would put an undue burden on the State staff for training and monitoring. 
 
CHAIR WIENER: 
My question is to Mike Willden. Did we not process a bill recently, and in that 
bill will you tell us what resolution we had regarding the needs of this particular 
entity and the action? 
 
MICHAEL J. WILLDEN (Director, Department of Health and Human Services): 
In the Special Session following the 2007 Legislative Session, the Committee on 
COD was created. It is an advisory group studying and making 
recommendations around co-occurring issues. We had some concerns with how 
this was created because they do not make reports to the Commission on 
Mental Health and Developmental Services and they do not make reports to the 
director’s office. They only report to the Legislature. The Committee on COD 
has been meeting. We reviewed all the committees that advise, recommend and 
provide input to the Department of Health and Human Services. In our S.B. 79, 
we looked at the Committee on COD and determined it looked a bit replicative 
of what the Mental Health Commission should be doing so we wanted to push a 
subcommittee within the Mental Health Commission to make that work. There 
was some opposition from the Committee on COD in a previous hearing, so 
what we did in that bill was to basically say, we do not want to eliminate them, 
we will let them exist and continue to be an advisory, working group. We then 
went into the Mental Health Commission statutes and added specific 
responsibilities to the Mental Health Commission requiring them to look at those 
recommendations and the advice of the Committee on COD. We specifically put 
in language concerning the Mental Health Commission that co-occurring issues 
are part of their charge and they must look at those issues. That is how we 
resolved not eliminating the COD working group, but also made sure that there 
is a tie to the Mental Health Commission and they can be involved in that way. 
 
Dr. Cook is a little more polite than I would be concerning the section about the 
Committee on COD establishing the regulations and policies, fiscal practices and 
things like that. I really do not think that is a path we should go down. There 
are many other controls that we have in place to do that, and I think that would 
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be a very difficult process. Again, we should probably continue to work over the 
biennium, going forward, but the Mental Health Commission should be 
specifically charged to look at this issue also, and accept that input from the 
Committee on COD.  
 
SENATE BILL 79: Revises provisions governing various commissions, boards 

and committees relating to health. (BDR 38-327)  
 
CHAIR WIENER: 
We did process S.B. 79 out of this Committee with those changes. Are there 
any comments on S.B. 260? 
 
K. NEENA LAXALT (Board of Examiners for Marriage and Family Therapists and 

Clinical Professional Counselors): 
I agree with Mr. Willden on some of the provisions in this bill. I think 
they overstep what the Board of Examiners for Marriage and Family 
Therapists does, which is major family therapy. Section 15, which I believe 
has been fully discussed, establishes mandatory hours of annual training. That 
is a high percentage for this training compared to what most marriage 
and family therapists get. I think it is 30 percent of what the training would 
be. That is not nearly the percentage of what they actually do in practice. I do 
have some concerns about placing some of those mandates in our 
statutes rather than having the Board put them put in the regulations. 
I will agree with Mr. Willden that this is a slippery slope. 
 
CHAIR WIENER: 
Does anyone else wish to come forward on S.B. 260? We will now go 
to S.B. 382.  
 
SENATE BILL 382: Revises provisions relating to disproportionate share 

payments to certain hospitals. (BDR 38-1105) 
 
CHARLES DUARTE (Administrator, Division of Health Care Financing and Policy, 

Department of Health and Human Services): 
I would like to thank Chair Wiener for allowing us to use the Senate Committee 
bill draft request (BDR) to help us with some issues associated with the recent 
change in federal regulations around the Disproportionate Share Hospital (DSH)  
program, the program to assist hospitals in serving low-income individuals. This  
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issue is a very challenging issue for the Legislature to deal with; we understand 
that, and I do not bring this forward with a lot of relish. I appreciate the time 
that you will be allowing us to deal with some of these regulatory problems we 
have. While it is certainly controversial to talk about which hospitals get how 
much from some certain pie, many of these issues get intertwined with the DSH 
program, and many of them have to do with financing. The financing is 
predominantly provided by Clark County and the other counties. There is a net 
State benefit to this program that offsets the State General Fund need of about 
$18 million a year, and so it is intertwined with the budgets of the counties as 
well as the State Medicaid budget. There will be issues to balance all of that 
that have to be discussed, but specifically, with S.B. 382, we are attempting to 
come into compliance with federal regulations. I have submitted a copy of my 
prepared text to the Senate Committee on Health and Education; please refer to 
the remainder of my testimony (Exhibit I). 
 
As we go through this process of trying to work through appropriate 
amendments to help us come into compliance with the federal DSH regulations, 
as well as try to meet the needs of the State budget, county budgets and needs 
of hospitals that serve these patients, we realize there may be some changes in 
the net benefit to the State. That could have a budget impact and reduce the 
net State benefit. This will require an appropriation. In addition, given the right 
time frames, I would like to suggest, if the Chair will entertain this, the 
establishment of a work group for us to pull together stakeholders and try to 
work through these issues so that we can present information back to the 
Senate Committee in as timely a manner as possible.  
 
CHAIR WIENER: 
I know that you had suggested that to me, and thank you for getting that on 
the record. I have had other people approach me with the concerns, not in the 
specificity that you have shared, but I want to thank you for offering to work 
with the parties. I appreciate the parties coming to me as well. This is one that 
I would prefer that you sit down, roll up your sleeves, and have these 
conversations that are necessary, and then come back with what you all have 
come together on, to the Committee on Health and Education.  
 
We have two work session dates scheduled. You know your subject, and you 
know the people who will be knocking on the door to have that conversation. 
I know this is a policy piece because there are some major shifts in how we are 
doing business with this new rule that was effective on January 19. We are 
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going to do the policy piece here. We have a work session scheduled on 
Tuesday, and a very long Friday, on deadline day, and probably the Wednesday 
as well. Please share with the Senate Committee whether you would like to 
have that deadline as that first Tuesday so that you have more time to work 
through it if it does not seem to click, or we could push it to that last Tuesday 
to give you some more time to come back with something definitive. 
 
SENATOR WASHINGTON: 
I have a suggestion that may afford us more time. After conferring with our 
Committee Counsel, I think we can do this and it might help all parties involved 
in this issue. I would like to be on that work group if at all possible. 
 
My suggestion is that we can send this bill out of the Committee on Health and 
Education, rerefer it to the Senate Committee on Finance, and at that time we 
can ask for an exemption on the bill, which would give us more time to work on 
the bill. Once the work group has come up with a solution, resolution or 
compromise, have it rereferred back to this Committee for the policy part of it, 
and then send it to the Senate Floor.  
 
CHAIR WIENER: 
I do not know if we can do that after the deadline. 
 
SENATOR WASHINGTON: 
Send it out before the deadline. 
 
CHAIR WIENER: 
My thought would be to keep it clean, work it here and get it on the deadline 
here, and it would go to the Finance Committee anyway. But we would do the 
policy work here. Mr. Duarte, did you say there was a fiscal impact to the 
State? 
 
MR. DUARTE: 
There could be a fiscal impact to the State, depending on how this is resolved. 
 
CHAIR WIENER: 
There might not even be a referral to the Finance Committee if you work this 
through in the policy piece. 
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MR. DUARTE: 
That is correct. Certainly as much time as possible would be appreciated, given 
the complexity of issues and how they are intertwined with other issues being 
considered. We will certainly work toward whatever deadlines that you want to 
establish for this Committee. Inevitably, if it gets referred to the Finance 
Committee, then we will certainly work on their deadlines. As much time as 
possible is going to be needed in order to deal with even the policy questions 
raised by this bill.  
 
SENATOR WASHINGTON: 
Before we make any decisions, we ought to confer with the Legal Division, if 
that is all right, and leadership to make sure it can be done. I agree with 
Mr. Duarte that as much time as possible is going to be necessary to not only 
work through the policy issues, but there is a formula that will have to be 
considered as well. This is not just a bill that you can bend and hope it works. 
There is a lot at stake here. 
 
CHAIR WIENER: 
Based on the most feasible thing that we can do, and not do something 
inadvertently to harm the needs of this bill to be worked, could you help us out? 
 
SARA PARTIDA (Committee Counsel): 
Given Mr. Duarte’s testimony, I am not even sure if this would be eligible for an 
exemption if it does not have any type of fiscal impact. I do not have an answer 
to that. You can certainly refer it to Finance. If it were eligible for an exemption, 
it would go to Finance anyway for that exemption. I believe, at that time, 
Finance can work it there and do what they need to deal with that. 
 
CHAIR WIENER: 
I am not sure it has a yo-yo effect, I am not sure it can go back and forth. 
 
SENATOR CEGAVSKE: 
Mr. Duarte, your testimony, Exhibit I, states that on December 19, 2008, you 
testified that the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services issued a final 
ruling setting forth the data elements necessary to comply with the 
requirements of section 1923 (j) of the Social Security Act related to auditing 
and reporting of DSH payments under State Medicaid programs. On the second 
page, you made a comment that an accounting firm had identified a number of 
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provisions that were in conflict with federal law. When did he discover the 
conflict?  
 
MR. DUARTE: 
The conflicts between the Nevada Revised Statutes (NRS), as they relate to the 
Nevada DSH program and federal law, were presented to me sometime before 
the February hearing at the Legislature. We have this identified as a BDR; 
unfortunately, it did not get referred over, which is why we have asked 
Senator Wiener to use a Committee on Health and Education BDR.  
 
SENATOR CEGAVSKE: 
So, you had asked her at the beginning of the Session? 
 
MR. DUARTE: 
Actually, we only recently asked Senator Wiener. I believe one of my staff had 
requested the possibility of using a Committee BDR early in the Legislative 
Session, and we confirmed that with Senator Wiener, I believe last week.  
 
SENATOR CEGAVSKE: 
I wanted to get a time frame, and I understand that this is something new from 
the federal government, but this is an issue that has been brought up every 
session that I have been here. My concern is that you did not start talking with 
these parties when you knew there was going to be an issue, even before you 
asked for the BDR. When you learned these things in January and February, and 
now we have deadlines and last-minute business, and we are jamming to get all 
these people together. Can you explain to me why you did not have any 
discussions with any of these entities before now?  
 
MR. DUARTE: 
The specific conflicts that I described in my testimony, and only generally 
described in my prior presentation to the Finance Committee in February, were 
only recently identified. Resolutions to those issues, with respect to the NRS, 
were only recently identified. I cannot give you an exact date as to when we did 
that. I do agree that I could have started this conversation earlier with the 
hospitals and the counties. We did bring it up as an issue as part of our 
legislative presentation, but really did not fully understand the scope of the 
changes that were necessary to the NRS until recently. 
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SENATOR CEGAVSKE: 
You know the concerns that are out there. I would have felt there was 
good-faith effort going forward if you had discussed these issues prior to 
coming to our Committee on Health and Education, even if it was this week. 
 
MR. DUARTE: 
Actually, we have had conference calls with county representatives and with 
the hospitals earlier this week. 
 
SENATOR CEGAVSKE: 
That is what I was looking for. Sometime we have to be a little more proactive 
and go out there and do what is necessary. This is not the first time this has 
come up in the arena. I know it is after the fact, but it is disturbing that we wait 
for the last minute for all these things, and then we ram and jam. 
 
CHAIR WIENER: 
Well, we are here today, we have to do the work. What I invite, request and 
encourage you to do is to start working, if it means tonight, because you plan 
on being here later and you have some people who are here now. If you need 
my conference room, it is open. I am extending an offer to get the work started 
now. I am going to extend it as far as I can, because right now you are in the 
policy committee. If indeed it has to go to the Finance Committee, we will get it 
out of here and see what we can do. Let us work on the policy and then I will 
do a little more work to see how we can maximize this opportunity. We have 
several people who have signed in who have a vested concern in this, and 
I invite all of you who have signed in to feel free to use my office and start 
talking. 
 
MR. DUARTE: 
There are other individuals and entities that want to be involved. I know the 
Nevada Hospital Association (NHA) and Nevada Rural Hospital Project have 
been in communication with them, but if they are interested in joining in the 
discussion, is there a venue for them to contact me, or your office?  
 
CHAIR WIENER: 
If you got started now, you can place calls on my telephone and I will pay for it, 
and for conference calls to get started. I will continue to do my work so we can 
maximize this, but at this point, we will give you until April 6 to see what you 
can accomplish and I will do my work as well. To all concerned, work with 
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Mr. Duarte, my office is open, the conference room is available. Is there anyone 
else to come before the Committee on S.B. 382? 
 
BILL WELCH (President/CEO, Nevada Hospital Association): 
I want to reinforce some of the comments that you and other Senators have 
made today. This is a very important issue. This is a very sensitive issue. The 
more time that can be taken on this, the better we can ensure that all parties 
are engaged. I will commit to the process. 
 
Mr. Duarte did contact us last Tuesday and we did coordinate a conference call 
in collaboration with the Nevada Rural Hospital Partners and NHA, and we did 
have a discussion with them last Thursday. I believe we had two conference 
calls. Having said that, there are a multitude of meetings that need to take 
place. We will make the pledge to work with the parties involved. I am 
confident that Robin Keith with Nevada Rural Hospital Partners will do the same. 
We have compressed video capabilities. This is an issue in which every hospital 
in the State has to have the opportunity to participate. All the counties have to 
be at the table on this very sensitive issue. 
 
This has implications with Medicaid, because of funding. There are funds that, 
as Mr. Duarte suggested, go to help fund the Medicaid program, and so there 
are many critical, domino effects at risk here. We have still not resolved the 
Medicaid budget. We will commit to put whatever time and resources are 
needed so that everybody is at the table. I would be very impressed if this can 
be resolved in two weeks. 
 
CHAIR WIENER: 
We will aim for, and look for, other ways that are possible in the process. 
I make that pledge as well. 
 
K. SABRA SMITH-NEWBY (Director, Department of Administrative Services, 

Clark County): 
We are in a unique position, being both a county and having a hospital, and we 
have serious concerns with this bill as currently written. Clark County 
historically has provided the vast majority of the funding that makes up the 
State DSH program. Without funding from Clark County, both the State and the 
University Medical Center (UMC) are at risk of losing $20 million annually in 
funding. Our current contribution to the program is about $60 million annually, 
while the hospital distribution methodology in the bill could cut this distribution 
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to UMC to something less than $40 million. This places Clark County in an 
untenable situation and begs the question of what advantage there would be for 
us to participate in the program at all. Given the serious potential impact to 
UMC, we are somewhat disappointed, as I heard some of you are, that we just 
recently had the opportunity to discuss these issues. We do look forward to the 
opportunity to further discuss this matter as well as the various other funding 
issues that are impacting our ability to continue to provide critical health 
services to our residents. 
 
P. KEVIN SCHILLER (Director, Children’s Services Division, Washoe County 

Department of Social Services): 
I am not going to take a lot of your time, but to echo what has already been 
stated, there are two issues around this bill. We are in support of trying to work 
toward making sure we are in line with the final rule from the federal 
government. Obviously the second piece, the most significant piece, is how we 
determine what that DSH share is going to look like. As written currently, we 
would have to oppose this bill based on the fact that we cannot determine what 
the fiscal impact will ultimately be, both on the county and in relation to the 
hospitals and those they are serving. With that being said, we will commit to as 
much time as possible to participating with the work group. We will try to come 
to some plausible amendment, but ultimately try to determine whether we can 
participate in the DSH program. That will be dependent on the fiscal impact. 
 
STACY SHAFFER (Political Director, Service Employees International Union, 

Local 1107): 
We represent nearly 10,000 health-care workers here in Nevada. We are in 
opposition to S.B. 382 as it is currently written. We do look forward to working 
with the work group. 
 
ANN LYNCH (Vice President, Government and Community Affairs, Sunrise 

Hospital and Medical Center,): 
I am the oldest living DSH person in the room. I want to say that I am delighted 
that I am not the only one concerned about DSH, and I thank you all, I thank the 
federal government, I thank Charles Duarte and I thank everybody for seeing 
that this is a mission, and has been in our State for a long time. I have been 
vindicated, and that is a nice feeling. I also would like to say one thing to all 
counties: I understand the issue is not a hospital-specific issue, it is a citizen 
issue. The DSH money is to provide health care for citizens of the county and 
not to a specific entity.  
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JEFF FONTAINE (Executive Director, Nevada Association of Counties): 
I am not exactly sure what to say after that testimony, except that obviously 
the counties are major stakeholders in this process. The bill that is before you 
today is something we oppose for a number of reasons, many of which have 
been stated already. We want to thank this Committee, and you, Madam Chair, 
for giving us the time to work through what is really a very complex issue that 
affects many areas of county budgets. On behalf of the Nevada Association of 
Counties, we certainly pledge our commitment to work with others, and with 
this Committee, to try to find a solution to this problem. 
 
SENATOR WASHINGTON: 
I have worked with this issue for a number of years, and it is a very complex 
issue. Understanding the complexity, I think it is time that we deal with it and 
deal with it correctly. Hopefully, we can get it right this time. 
 
CHAIR WIENER: 
Is there anyone else to come forward on S.B. 382? We have two Legislators 
who are going to be participants in your conversations, so keep us informed. 
We will attend as many meetings as we can, given the other duties of the 
Senate.  
 
As we are able to move forward with measures in Committee, we will certainly 
do that. We may have one from today. That would be the decision of the 
sponsor, Senator Cegavske. 
 
 SENATOR CEGAVSKE MOVED TO DO PASS S.B. 231. 
 
 SENATOR WOODHOUSE SECONDED THE MOTION. 
 
 THE MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY.  
 

***** 
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CHAIR WIENER: 
There being no other matters before this Senate Committee on Health and 
Education, the meeting was adjourned at 4:48 p.m. 
 
 

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED: 
 
 
 

  
Maureen Duarte, 
Committee Secretary 

 
 
APPROVED BY: 
 
 
 
  
Senator Valerie Wiener, Chair 
 
 
DATE:  
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